
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 
FOR DIGITAL NATIVES





Little Genius International is a corporation with the strongest social 
influence on a European level, a school that aims at the creation of 
an ecosystem designed to support the psychological, intellectual and 
cultural development of children rather than just proposing a simple 
educational system. The curriculum includes the encouragement of 
students’ active involvement in their own opinions, thoughts, actions 
and schooling, as well as in their, development of an awareness and 
increase in knowledge related to environmental, economic, social and 
cultural realities. These include promoting relations with stakeholders 
on a global level to build and intervene on a shared vision of the 
common good and of civic engagement, as well as cooperating with 
students to reach a zero plastic waste target, by 2018 and promoting 
a vision amongst the youngest students on alternatives to curb the 
overconsumption of resources while pursuing the target of sustainability. 
These are some of the goals at Little Genius International.

Our mission:
to make learning fun,
useful, practical and 
constantly evolving
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Little Genius International is the International school for your 
child, aged from 2 to 11 years old. We offer a curriculum certified 
by Cambridge International School, recognized both nationally 
and internationally. The curriculum follows the British national 
program and the hosting country’s national program for 
languages and mathematics, thereby including the teaching of 
the Italian language. For the remaining subjects we ensure our 
students are presented with a non- discriminatory curriculum 
that is “inclusive and futuristic” through the Infinite Child 
Evolution methodology® (ICE®), the educational method of 
choice, unique and specifically created for the digital natives. A 
high level school that aims to provide an inclusive education, by 
offering scholarships to the most enthusiastic students and by 
providing the possibility of supporting the financial limitations 
of families.

A school that pursuits 
excellence for the 
education of
digital natives

APPRENDIMENTO CERTIFICATO

NATIVI DIGITALI

Fasce di età bambino

2 ANNI 11 ANNI

ICE® (Infinite Child Evolution Methodology)

CAMBRIGDE
INTERNATIONAL

SCHOOL

ESAME
D’IDONIETÀ

INVALSI

Metodo educativo specifico
ed esclusivo ideato da
LITTLE GENIUS INTERNATIONAL
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EXTRA CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES

SUMMER
SCHOOL

ADULT
COURSES

FABLAB

BIG GENIUS
WORKSTATION



CORE VALUES
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Little Genius international offers an open 
mind method that guarantees the highest 
and most recognized quality of teaching. We 
are committed to fostering a curriculum that 
adapts to present-day needs. A curriculum that 
considers learning as an intellectual and social 
process, respecting the uniqueness and talents 
of each individual - which are recognized as 
values. A method that will meet the needs of 
the child, the adult, the family and the social 
environment.

Abbiamo creato ICE ®
(Infinite Child Evolution)*. 
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ICE®, our patented method
that combines creativity and rigor,
personal development and collective growth

SOCIAL GROWTH
Promoting and developing social and not only intel-
lectual growth through the transmission of values 
such as autonomy and a sense of responsibility.

SHARING AND CO-CREATION
Editing and collective updating of the curriculum with 
the parents, teachers and experts, in line with  human 
development, knowledge and comprehension in all 
subjects.

OBJECTIVITY 
Transferring information without any influence from a 
dominant class, political stance or religious belief.

CROSS-CURRICULAR
Promotion of the integration of school subjects to rein-
force their interconnection.

AUGUMENTED LEARNING
Implementation of the human mind’s ability to process 
information through shared knowledge and the use of 
various technologies.

OPEN MIND
Constant stimulation of the critical thinking and 
nurturance of the students’ creativity; the criteria 
of relative truth.

RELEVANCE
Implementation of activities that are pivotal for 
their social relevance and that can have a direct 
influence on our future.
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Following the ICE®   methodology, the board of 
professionals within our Academic Committee 
have to integrate knowledge into the curriculum, 
verifying it’s effectiveness in their specific subjects 
of specialization and to innovate them when 
necessary. Looking at “best practices” the ICE® 
methodology takes  inspiration from the theories 
of the world’s most renowned pedagogists.

The globally unique methodology - Infinite Child 
Evolution® (ICE®) is available to be adopted by 
any school requesting its concession.
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Little Genius International:
everything you are looking for in a school

NEARBY
Close to the main
arterial roads of

South Rome

Eco-friendly
Located in a ‘Class A’
bio-emetic building

Ethic
A real Benefit Corporation,

devoted to social
commitment 

Digital
Equipped with the latest

generation technological tools
for digital natives

(iPads®, Sifteo Cubes®, Leap Motion®,
Lego Mindstorm®)

Biological
90% biological certified

catering hall

Innovative
Thanks to its unique

educational method  

Multidisciplinary
Including Fablab, Music Room,

Homework Club and many
more extra-curricular activities

International
Lessons are delivered

in English
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Little Genius International is a microcosm of values, 
built together within the family context and the 
social fabric your child is living in. When we chose 
to look after your children’s education, we chose to 
care about their growth and future opportunities, 
which do not rely exclusively on the professional 
skills of the teacher and the validity of the method, 
but also and, most of all, on the fostering of critical 
analysis, creative thinking, and the opportunity and 
freedom of choice and mind for future generations.

We believe that the 
future generations are 
important. That’s why 
we share our values.
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6 learning areas 
promoting critical 
analysis, creative 
thinking and
a multidisciplinary 
approach

PERSONAL, SOCIAL
AND EMOTIONAL

DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNICATION,
LANGUAGE

AND LITERATURE

MATHEMATICAL
DEVELOPMENT

KNOWLEDGE
AND UNDERSTANDING

OF THE WORLD

PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT

CREATIVE
DEVELOPMENT
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Little Genius International is an official Cambridge 
International School, certified by the largest and 
most eminent provider of academic programs 
for 5 to 19 year old pupils. Our school adopts an 
evaluation system that extends to the secondary 
cycle and to further assessment provided by the 
Global Cambridge Evaluation System, the Italian 
INVALSI national exams, the Italian state “Esame di 
idoneità” and the educational methodology owned 
by the school (ICE®).

To get evaluated
we went all the way 
to Cambridge
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Our meticulous and rigorous approach to teaching 
(ICE®) as well as our attention to constant yearly 
evaluations allow our students to challenge themselves 
against international standards, which are transparent 
and unambiguous. Little Genius International rests 
upon the success of an educational system and specific 
assessment systems for Mathematics and English that 
are competitive at an international level, boasting high 
standards both for the primary and the secondary 
cycles. 

Our students
live nearby but
they will go
a long way
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Little Genius International was the first school in Europe to be 
certified as a Benefit Corporation, reaching a record score which 
is still unbeaten and has been recognized as a company that 
stands out for its achievements in the environmental and social 
sector, that is able to establish a relationship based on honesty 
and transparency towards its stakeholders, whether as clients, 
suppliers or partners. Furthermore, it is a member of the Rome 
International Schools Association (RISA), a historical association 
of the renowned International Schools of Rome.

We like to be 
acknowledged for the 
quality of our achievements
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Little Genius International adopts an international program for the Nursery 
School which is connected to The United Kingdom governmental “Statutory 
Framework for the Early Years Foundation Stage (EYFS)” guidance for students 
aged 3-5.

Distinctive teaching at Little Genius Nursery School

•  Ethics (from 5 years old)
•  Technological skills (5+)
•  History (from 5 +)
•  Science  (4+) 
•  Geography  (5+)
•  Reading, writing and creative development

Nursery

Classes

Age Little Genius Nursery School British EYFS

2 Nursery 1 UK Nursery

3 Nursery 2 UK Foundation Stage

4 Nursery 3 UK Reception Class

5 Nursery 4 UK Year 1 Primary School
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Little Genius International stands out for its choice to carry out exams that are mandatory to access 
Italian schools, in addition to the INVALSI Italian state exams to verify educational standards across 
schools nationally. In case a family decides to change school it will be possible to do so thanks to 
the annual certification of idoneità for Italian and mathematics. The educational process of Little 
Genius International is a free choice and a particularly important cultural and social enrichment, 
modifiable at any time, marking its ability to adapt and evolve. Commencing from 2018 Little 
Genius International will offer a Secondary Cycle of schooling (Middle Genius) in partnership with 
Istituto Nobile (school based in the “Cinecittà Due” shopping mall in Rome).

Primary School

Distinctive subjects at Little 
Genius International

•  Technology
•  Ethics
•  Italian history
•  Semiotics
•  Learning through      

 augmented reality

Classes

6 Elementary 1 UK Year 2

7 Elementary 2 UK Year 3

8 Elementary 3 UK Year 4

9 Elementary 4 UK Year 5

10 Elementary 5 UK Year 6

Age Little Genius Nursery School EYFS 2
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STUDY
PROGRAMS
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Our laboratory is 
equipped with:
• First and last generation 3D printers

• Computer microscopes

• Lego Mindstorm

• Technic (Great Ball Contraption) for robotic   
applications

• Microcircuits

• Materials for experiments on sound

• Inclined plane

• Van Der Graft generator

• Promethean Board

• Leap Motion

• Little Bits, Sifteo Cubes, MaKey MaKey

• Laser engravers and cutting plotters 

• Altay® Scientific experiments for chemistry, 
Physics, Geology, etc.
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The Fablab at Little Genius International is a workshop 
of experimentation and prototyping for the young (6 to 
11 year olds). The development of practical skills and the 
aptitude to self-construct allows students to discover 
robotics and familiarize themselves with the functioning of 
electrical circuits and digitally controlled devices. We aim at 
making our students conscious of their potential, providing 
them with the opportunity to experiment with the real 
perception of objects and technology that surrounds them 
in light of their ever changing and evolving variables and 
in direct consequence to their acquired knowledge and 
creativity.

Fablab
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In addition to the Homework Club
(Tuesdays and Thursdays) we offer:

School of Rock (Thursday from 16.15 to 17.15) 
Theatre (Monday from 16.15 to 17.15, +6 YEARS) 
Sports Club (Tuesday from 16.15 to 17.15) 
Art (Wednesday from 16.15 to 17.15) 
Fablab (Friday from 16.15 to 17.15) 

English and French language; individual or group lessons
(for children and adults)

Music courses (4 to 13 years old) dedicated to the study of: 
pianoforte, violin, violoncello, drums, classic and electric guitar.

Saturday Playgroup (3 to 5 years old).
Learning English while having fun with creative activities:
songs, arts and crafts, and games. 

Saturday English Course (from 6 year old):
Reading and writing in English, story telling and playing
with numbers.

Summer School (3 to 11 years old - from mid-June
to mid-September):
Multidisciplinary school in English with entertaining academic 
lessons and recreational activities.

At the end of the English language courses it is possible (upon request) 
to undertake a Cambridge Examination directly at school.

Little Genius International guides 
the learning and development of our 
student’s  talents also via a range of 
extra-curricular activities 

Extra curricular
activities
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Little Genius
Cloud Service

• Accessing course enrolments (the personal data of  families and students 
to be compiled and/or verified)

• Accessing school reports of academic results

• Access general communications between families and the school 

• Consulting examinations’ results and other academic evaluations

• Checking timetables and classes

• Checking assigned homework

The school has adopted the Student Information and Learning Management 
System (SIS), http://www.littlegenius.cloud. This technological platform innovates 
both the learning and everyday life of our students both at home and in the 
classroom. Thanks to the functionalities of SIS, Little Genius and the families can 
make the most of an improved efficiency and effectiveness when: 

Our SIS is integrated with a remotely accessible education system with a virtual learning 
environment wherein academic information, homework and examination results are published 
electronically.
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Among only a few realities in Italy, we 
developed a shared area to be designated 
mostly to mothers and families where it is 
possible to find a professional workspace 
that is also supportive of the optimization of 
time management for the benefit of children. 
BigGenius Workstations is a service that can 
be booked and used in complete freedom. 
Through this service we are opening our doors 
to the network of companies connected to 
the school, to the professionals involved in 
developing our projects, to temporary activities, 
to co-creation, and to social innovation projects 
with the opportunity to involve researchers, 
to offer company acceleration services and 
therefore encourage networking.

A space 
open to the 
community and 
partnerships



LOCATION
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The building that breathes, 
exclusively made of natural 
materials
Just like a plant, the building that houses the 
school is exclusively made of natural materials 
branded ‘Ecolabel’ in order to eliminate any 
cause of pollution, to facilitate reuse and 
recycling, to optimize the interception of solar 
radiation and heat and to use the natural 
ventilation and light availably during the 
changing seasons. Little Genius International 
School is the first BUILDING THAT BREATHES 
in Italy. Moreover, the structure made of 
bidirectional reinforced concrete respects the 
latest anti-seismic regulations and it is fully 
fledged as energy ‘Class A’ school building.
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We are based in “Grotte Portella” an excellent 
location for the intellectual wealth of the 
area, the presence of centers of excellence 
in national and international research and 
the strategical proximity to amenities. Little 
Genius International is therefore a small 
example of an environmentally friendly 
community and thanks to its characteristics, 
is currently a contender at the Active 
International Contest of Architecture.
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Where
Little Genius International School is less than 
1 km from the Torrenova exit of the A1 Roma-
Napoli highway and near exits 19-20 of the 
GRA. An expressway offers direct access to 
the school area. From the centre of Rome 
or from Castelli Romani proceed on Via 
Tuscolana, then Via di Tor Vergata heading 
towards Banca d’Italia..
     
By train, metro or bus: 
From the stop “Anagnina” of the Metro Line 
A you can take the Atac bus number 509 
that stops right in front of the school’s main 
entrance. The “Tor Vergata” train station of the 
regional train (FR6 Line), where you can take 
buses and shuttles to reach the school, is less 
than 2 km from us.
     
Useful facilities nearby:    
Bank of Italy Center Donato Menichella, 
University of Tor Vergata, Polyclinic of Tor 
Vergata, National Institute of Nuclear Physics, 
Enea, Esa-Esrin, CNR, Italian Space Agency. 
Campus and University of Rome -Tor Vergata.
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In bot 2014 and 2016 the students of Little 
Genius International School ranked above the 
national average score in the national INVALSI 
tests.

We are the only 
international school 
in Italy that carries 
out the INVALSI 
examinations 
in year 2 of the 
primary cycle
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Admissions
Our prices are 40% lower than the average fees proposed 
by schools with similar quality standards considering 
schools comparable for equipment, the Fablab, bio-
architecture and languages. Our fees are 15% higher 
than the average prices of private schools which are not 
international.

To check our complete price list you can visit the school 
and find out about the possible discounted rates (from 
5% to 20% reduction for researchers and military 
personnel, in addition to the scholarship offered for 
academic merit). You may book an appointment by 
calling 06 97245148 or 06 9409707, or send an e-mail 
to info@littlegenius.it. To obtain a complete list of the 
companies holding an agreement or a partnership with 
us please visit the designated section of the website 
www.littlegenius.school.
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As of 2018, Little Genius International School will assign scholarships for merit 
and academic performance. The school, in accordance with Articles 3 and 
34 of the Italian Constitution and in line with its own statute as a Benefit 
Corporation, guarantees the widest access to the right to study, annually 
ratifying a portion of its profits to give value and support the advancement 
of deserving and gifted students whilst encouraging the achievement of the 
widest range of cultural opportunities by offering financial support to families.

The number and the financial value of the scholarships are determined 
annually in relation to the students’ grades and upon the school’s financial 
means.

The merit ranking is determined in accordance with the following criteria, 
using a specific algorithm to guarantee fairness and transparency:

•  Average grades 
•  Conduct
•  Attendance 
•  Family situation 

Scholarships
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Little Genius International Rome supports the ecosystem 
of innovation and the launch of new business ventures 
in South Italy. This is why the school has been the main 
sponsor  for the last two years of Heroes Meet in Maratea, 
the festival of innovation of the Euro-Mediterranean area..



www.littlegenius.school

www.littlegenius.shop

www.littlegenius.cloud
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